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LegiTeam: New opportunity - In-house Lawyer!

If you are interested in independent work, please apply below. We are looking forward to your application.

Your Profile

►    Law School Graduate

►    Minimum 3 years experience as a lawyer, preferably within international working environment

►    Proficient English language skills (spoken and written)

►    High level of civil law, corporate law

►    Analytical thinking, attention to details, ability to synthesize, to handle multiple matters simultaneously and

prioritize effectively

►    Very good communication and persuasion skills

►    Team player

       Apply for this job !

Your Responsibilities

►    Provide specialized legal advice and counsel towards client’s process owners (acts as a legal advisor) in order

ensure that current or proposed activities, policies, real-estate business practices comply with all relevant laws and

regulations

►    Builds up legal analyses, technical reports, commercial analyses and proposes solutions to client’s process

owners and management on how to respond to specific issues

►    Review and approve legal contracts, letters of agreement, and other documents related to a variety of

commercial, financial, and operational matters (for example leases, purchase agreements, acquisitions,

developments, employment contracts) to protect the client’s organization’s legal and business interests

►    Represents the client in complex, controversial or specialized legal proceedings before courts, government

agencies, other authorities so that the organization’s interests are protected

►    Prepare or review more complex materials for Team Leader Legal, in this regards reports current activities and

takes advice on special matters

►    Is responsible for coordinating the creation and maintenance of company’s real estate documents database

Benefits

►    Flexible working hours

►    State-of-the-art, barrier-free office

►    Internal training and further development opportunities, support for external training and participation in

conferences

►    Discounts for employees

Please send us your digital application to Mihaela.Cretulescu@immofinanz.com

       Apply for this job !
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